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CDM_Setup : 
This program is RS485 to USB converter driver.When you click on this 
icon , software will  start to install.Then   this screen appears which is 
shown below.Now Software has  been sucessfully installed.Press  Ok
complete installation.Thus, FTDI CDM Driver  has been installed
which is converts your computer USB  to COM port.

Folder Index

Varkombi-PC : 
          
This software belogs to VARkombi-PC.Click on start   install.Please 
following steps which shown below.

Installing Software and Driver Installing Software and Driver 

Select COM port which is 
connected USB converter.

For the using  quick initial 
connection.Generally  using 
when the device works  first
 time.If you would  like add one 
more device,you  can use 
Add Device in  menu.



% Values :
It shows total capacitive and total inductive percentage  according to 
collected energy values.The most important part which express 

Red lines ; user defined penalty  limits. 
Green lines; show which  are  total capacitive and total inductive 
percentage an  analog scale.

It  means that  system  is out of penalty from capacitive  and 
inductive.If  any of   them  in penalty limit , warning appears  in this
 part on  red background.

It shows  inductive and capacitive percentage  belongs to each phase.
 If  any of  them  in penalty limit , warning appears  in this part on  red 
background.

Energy management system
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Instant % Values :
 This part to form an opinion  about  status when the
 device first initial work.
 Instant calculated capacitive and inductive percentage 
shown  both  analog and digital scale belongs to each 
 phase. 
Red lines indicate normal region of  boundaries.

Reactive power 0  kvar belongs to 1. phase

Reactive power 0,25  kvar(inductive) 
belongs to 2.phase

Reactive power -0,95 kvar(capacitive) 
belongs to 3.phase
In the event of   measured value out of normal
 region boundary , frame color became red.

Date and  Time

Device Work Mode (Automatic , Manuel) 

Device Penalty Status

Current Transformater Learning

Capacitor Powers which  are connected in system

Temperature 

Fan

System Frequency

Alarms Status
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Mode selection

6. Capacitor Bank ON 10. Capacitor Bank ON 

Capacitor power

Indicates phase which connected 
to capacitor.

1.Capacitor power learned.

When you clickon this box,capacitor power window  will open 
Entering capacitor power manually or check learned values:

Total capacitor power  is 4640 VAR which is connected  all three 
phases.You can also  change that capacitor  unit.

You can check values belongs to each  phase

If capacitor power enter by manualy,fill the box then press Apply

Three-phase  Capacitor

Mono-phase capacitor 
(Activated 1.phase)
Power values = 1200 VAR


